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Confronting entrenched mindsets

& wasteful lifestyles

in the face of accelerating

climate change

Peter Murphy, Idaho Climate Action Network

Mind-set:
a fixed mental attitude formed by

experience, education, prejudice, etc.

Confronting three common

mind-sets that ignore or deny
human-caused climate change:

#1
"There's nothing happening"

Sources of current evidence

surface temperature record (~130 years)

glacial melt observations (back 50-150 years)

borehole analysis (back ~ 500 years)

CO2 (instrumental record since 1959)

sea level rise (since 1992, + anecdotal records)

satellite data (since 1978)

radiosondes (since 1958)

sea ice melt (since 1978)

permafrost melt (~40-50 years)

proxy reconstructions (back ~ 2000 years)

ice core CO2 record (back 800,000 years) 

Atmospheric CO2 at Mauna Loa, Hawaii.

Year

measured since 1959
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Trapped polar bears, Beaufort Sea, AK
(courtesy, New York Times)

Increase in global sea level since 1993

Decrease in sea ice since 1978
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Variation in average summer

sea ice since 1978

month

From Russian & UK scientists:

Sergei Kirpotin, (Tomsk State University, Russia)

Judith Marquand (University of Oxford)

"....An ecological landslide is underway that is probably

irreversible & is undoubtedly connected to climatic

warming.  The entire western Siberian sub-Arctic region has

begun to melt, and this has all happened in the last 3-4

years..."

Melting permafrost

Methane a greenhouse gas 20x as powerful as CO2

Release drives a positive feedback loop

Positive feedback in methane

release from permafrost

warmer average

temp

permafrost melts

releases methane

methane traps

more heat in upper

atmosphere

+ +

+

+
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albedo = ratio of reflected light to amount hitting surface

N. hem. Summer

N. hem. Winter

--> temperature change will accelerate as albedo !

Positive feedback & albedo Increase in surface temperature since 1880

Annual mean anomaly

5 year running mean anomaly
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Muir Glacier, Alaska
(courtesy Bruce Molnia, USGS)

National Snow and Ice Data center

http://nsidc.org/data/glacier_photo/special_collection.html

Muir Glacier, Alaska
(courtesy Bruce Molnia, USGS)

1941

2004

McCall Glacier, Alaska
(courtesy Matt Nolan, U Alaska Fairbanks)

2003

1958 1909 Holgate Glacier, Alaska
(courtesy Bruce Molnia, USGS)

2004
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Agassi Glacier

Glacier National

Park, MT

(courtesy Portland State University

http://glaciers.research.pdx.edu/photo.php)

1909

1998

Mt. Hood, Oregon

(courtesy Gary Braasch)

August, 1984

August, 2002

Alps Said to Be at Warmest in Centuries
By VERONIKA OLEKSYN

The Associated Press

Wednesday, December 6, 2006; 7:18 PM

VIENNA, Austria -- Global warming has driven temperatures in the Alps to their

highest in 1,300 years, according to one of the authors of an EU-backed climate study.

The study reconstructed the climate back to the year 755 in the region encompassing

France's Rhone Valley to the west, Budapest, Hungary, to the east, Tuscany, Italy, to

the south and Nuremberg, Germany, to the north.

"We are currently experiencing the warmest period in the Alpine region in 1,300 years,"

Reinhard Boehm, a climatologist at Austria's Central Institute for Meteorology and

Geodynamics, said Tuesday.

Boehm, who conducted the study with a group of European institutes between March

2003 and August 2006, said the current warm period in the Alpine region began in the

1980s.

Rhone Glacier,

Retreat

Gletsch,

Switzerland 

1850

2000

1928

2000

Canadian Rockies

     glacial retreat

2004

2001

Upsala Glacier,

retreat

Sweden
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1994

San Quintin

Glacier retreat

S. Chile
2002

Glacial retreat in Bhutan, Himalayas

Huascarán

6768 meters
(22,205 feet)

Cordillera Blanca

from Carhuaz,

Perú

Huascarán

Garganta Rt

Retreat ~100 ft / year

Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, elevation 5895 m
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1900  1920   1940   1960    1980   2020    2020
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Global glacier mass balance (volume change)

Courtesy

Dyugerov

INSTAAR

U Colorado,

Boulder

'Proxy' reconstructions: The "hockey-stick"
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Ice cores take record of
atmospheric CO2

back ~800,000 years

These records indicate

that the current atmospheric
CO2 levels  (~378 ppm)

have never
previously

been observed
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#2

"Climate change is natural"

Light

CO2 "greenhouse":  transparent to shortwave light;
    opaque to heat (i.e., longwave or infrared radiation)

Other greenhouse gasses: methane (15%), nitrous oxide (6%),
& CFC's (5%);   CO2 makes up rest (75%)

"CO2, so

more opaque
Photosynthesis

removes CO2,

so less opaque

Heat

CO2

CO2
CO2

CO2

"greenhouse"

The greenhouse effect is natural

•living tissue (esp. large-scale intact forests:

                 Amazonia, New Guinea, boreal forests)

•fossilized living tissue (source of fossil fuels)

•atmosphere 

Global carbon cycle:  fluxes & pools

--Fluxes:

--Pools:

•change in proportions of CO2 in the

‘pools’ year to year.

...but humans are affecting the steady-

state of the natural greenhouse.

Non-human ('natural') climate 'forcings':

•Milankovitch cycles

•Sunspot activity

•Volcanic activity

But

natural 'forcings' cannot explain

the speed & magnitude of late

20th century warming

A

summary

of natural
&

human

'forcings'

Source:  Crowley, Science 2000

Natural "forcings" cannot explain
the speed & magnitude of late

20th century warming

Natural forcings Human forcings

Natural +

    human forcings

Natural forcings cannot

explain late 20th century

warming
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#3
"There is no consensus"

In fact, consensus is now ! 95%
among climate experts

Academia Brasiliera de Ciências (Bazil)
Royal Society of Canada
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Academié des Sciences (France)
Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina (Germany)
Indian National Science Academy
Accademia dei Lincei (Italy)
Science Council of Japan
Russian Academy of Sciences
Royal Society (United Kingdom)
National Academy of Sciences (United States of America)
Australian Academy of Sciences
Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium for Sciences and the Arts
Caribbean Academy of Sciences
Indonesian Academy of Sciences
Royal Irish Academy
Academy of Sciences Malaysia
Academy Council of the Royal Society of New Zealand
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciencesdemy of Sciences

80% of anthropogenic warming is due to greenhouse gases

20 % is due to deforestation (esp. in the tropics)

Summary of the consensus predictions

+1.8°C
in 2030?

+1°C in 2030?

Business As Usual (no change in our behavior)

Aggressive changes:

conservation &

cleaner technology

Temperature changes not uniform

--polar temps. increase more
   --> melting icecaps, " sea level, #more frequent
             inundation on coasts (Venice, New Orleans).

--possible disruption of Gulf Stream
     Melt of Greenland ice cap ‘blocks’ the current.
     Result--> Europe cools, so economies disrupted.
     (termed the climate "flip-flop" by some).

--increased weather severity
    Ocean temps. ", so " hurricane severity
     --> 2005 most severe season on record.

--rainfall & pest distributions change
     --> Suitable lands & crops for agriculture also

     must change

--interior temps. increase more

Trends in peak flow times:

Red = later
Blue = earlier

Trend toward an earlier timing of the

center of mass flow in western streams

Soil moisture changes

--" in evapotranspiration:

land dries more quickly
--" desertification

--shift in suitable lands for agriculture
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Effects on other species Warmed-Up Oceans Reduce Key Food Link

By SETH BORENSTEIN

The Associated Press Wednesday, December 6, 2006;

11:07 PM

WASHINGTON -- In a "sneak peak" revealing a grim side

effect of future warmer seas, new NASA satellite data

find that the vital base of the ocean food web shrinks

when the world's seas get hotter.  And that discovery

has scientists worried about how much food marine life

will have as global warming progresses.

Reducing the impact of climate change

--requires international cooperation:

      the atmosphere does not recognize nations

--requires the USA to ! fossil fuel burning:

      USA burns more than Africa, C & S. America,

       India, & China combined (but China’s impact

       is increasing rapidly)

--requires reduction in deforestation

      both in tropical & temperate zones

Confronting entrenched mindsets

& wasteful lifestyles

in the face of accelerating

climate change

Part 2

Peter Murphy, Idaho Climate Action Network

Review:

Confronting some common
mind-sets:

#1:  "There's nothing happening"
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Sources of current evidence

surface temperature record (~130 years)

glacial melt observations (back 50-150 years)

borehole analysis (back ~ 500 years)

CO2 (instrumental record since 1959)

sea level rise (since 1992, + anecdotal records)

satellite data (since 1978)

radiosondes (since 1958)

sea ice melt (since 1978)

permafrost melt (~40-50 years)

proxy reconstructions (back ~ 2000 years)

ice core CO2 record (back 800,000 years) 

Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, elevation 5895 m
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Year

1900  1920   1940   1960    1980   2020    2020

Trends in peak flow times:

Red = later
Blue = earlier

Trend toward an earlier timing of the

center of mass flow in western streams

Confronting some common

mind-sets:

#1:  "There's nothing happening"

#2:  "There is no consensus"

In fact, consensus is now ! 95%
among climate experts

Academia Brasiliera de Ciências (Bazil)
Royal Society of Canada
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Academié des Sciences (France)
Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina (Germany)
Indian National Science Academy
Accademia dei Lincei (Italy)
Science Council of Japan
Russian Academy of Sciences
Royal Society (United Kingdom)
National Academy of Sciences (United States of America)
Australian Academy of Sciences
Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium for Sciences and the Arts
Caribbean Academy of Sciences
Indonesian Academy of Sciences
Royal Irish Academy
Academy of Sciences Malaysia
Academy Council of the Royal Society of New Zealand
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciencesdemy of Sciences

80% of anthropogenic warming is due to greenhouse gases

20 % is due to deforestation (esp. in the tropics)
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Confronting some common

mind-sets:

#1:  "There's nothing happening"

#2:  "There is no consensus"

#3:  "Climate change is natural"

Light

CO2 "greenhouse":  transparent to shortwave light;
    opaque to heat (i.e., longwave or infrared radiation)

Other greenhouse gasses: methane (15%), nitrous oxide (6%),
& CFC's (5%);   CO2 makes up rest (75%)

"CO2, so

more opaque
Photosynthesis

removes CO2,

so less opaque

Heat

CO2

CO2
CO2

CO2

"greenhouse"

The greenhouse effect is natural

Non-human climate "forcings"

•Milankovitch cycles

•Sunspot activity

•Volcanic activity

But:

Natural "forcings" cannot explain

the speed & magnitude of late

20th century warming
Source:  Crowley, Science 2000

Natural "forcings" cannot explain
the speed & magnitude of late

20th century warming

Natural forcings Human forcings

Natural +

    human forcings

Natural forcings cannot

explain late 20th century

warming

Part 2:  What to do?

Tactics for reversing human-caused warming:
 

Acting globally AND locally.

What to do?

Local

State

Regional

National &

international

action
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What to do?

Local

State

Regional

National &

international

action

Stabilize atmospheric CO2

projected increase

given growing

world population &

industrialization

('Business as usual')

goal to stabilize

CO2 at " 2x

preindustrial levels

Stabilization wedges
Pacala & Socolow , Science 2004

goal to stabilize

CO2 at " 2x

preindustrial levels

7 wedges, @ 1 gigaton

reduction by 2050

projected BAU

Each wedge 'ramps up'

currently available technologies

1. Efficient vehicles

2. Reduce vehicle use

3. Efficient buildings

4. Efficient baseload

         coal plants

5. Gas power for coal power

6. Capture CO2 at coal plant

7. Capture CO2 at H2 plant

8. Capture CO2 at coal-to-

synfuels plant

9. Nuclear power for coal power

10. Wind power for coal power

11. Photovoltaic for coal power

12. Wind H2 in fuel-cell car for

gasoline in hybrid car

13. Biomass fuel for fossil fuel

14. Reduced deforestation

plus reforestation

15. Conservation tillage
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Soil & forest conservation
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Carbon sequestration

More on each wedge at:  http://www.princeton.edu/~cmi/resources/stabwedge.htm 

Some 'wedges' involve

'hard paths' & centralized lobbies

Other 'wedges' involve
'soft paths' & diffuse lobbies

9. Nuclear power for coal power

5. Gas power for coal power

13. Biomass fuel for fossil fuel

1. Efficient vehicles

2. Reduce vehicle use

3. Efficient buildings

14. Reduced deforestation

plus reforestation

15. Conservation tillage

Implementing wedges

requires incentives

1.  Cap-&-trade system

2.  Carbon tax

Examples: Kyoto Protocol

European emissions trading scheme

Steps:  •Cap is defined (% of current emissions)

   •Those exceeding cap buy credits 

from those emitting below cap.

Steps:  •Tax fuels in proportion to C emitted

   •Increase level of tax over time to

permit economic adjustment
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Which strategy is more favorable ?

Cap & trade more popular

  •uses market-based incentives

  •no obvious taxes

but problems:

  •grandfathering

  •complicated administration + corruption

Carbon tax gaining popularity

in conservative & liberal circles:

Wall St. Journal, Op Ed, August 23, 2007:

"A carbon tax would be cleaner"

Fareed Zakaria, Newsweek, April 16, 2007

"The case for a global carbon tax"

American Enterprise Institute, August 9, 2007

"The merits of a carbon tax"

Carbon Tax Center, July 31, 2007

"Obama extols carbon tax"

Current climate bills in US Congress

favor cap-&-trade over carbon tax

• Snowe-Kerry

• McCain-Lieberman-Obama

• Bingaman

more restrictive• Sanders-Boxer

What to do?

Local

State

Regional

National &

international

action

Regional & state initiatives
(an incomplete list):

• Green building legislation

(co-sponsored by D. Boe, Pocatello, ID)

• Initiatives by City of Boise

• Western Climate Initiative

  (OR, CA, AZ, NM, WA, UT, Manitoba, BC)

-- green buildings

-- hybrid & biodiesel city vehicles
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What to do?

Local

Local

Your house
Your transportation

Your workplace

Your recreation

Get organized &

educated:

Idaho Climate Action

Network

Your house
•simplify

•replace worn out appliances with efficient 

appliances (energy-star)

•insulate

example: line-drying 50% of year would

reduce residential CO2 3.3%.

•down-size

•relocate

•buy local food (new food coop)

•replace incandescent light bulbs with CFL's

•buy green power

! More tips in I CAN's 

energy guide

Your transportation

•bike

cost = 13¢ per mile (vs. 94¢ per mile for car)

83% of your energy goes to moving your bike

  while 5% of your car's energy moves you

accounting for car & bike manufacture + 

  emissions to power them (fuel + food), biking

  produces 1/25 CO2 gas / mile of an avg. car

•live closer to work

•carpool to fun & buy carbon 'offsets' for air travel

•replace a worn-out inappropriate vehicle with an

efficient one

Get educated & lobby

--speakers on climate change &

how to slow it down

--activism 'house parties'

--high-school education initiatives

Idaho Climate

Action Network

Goals:  Fall 2007

Questions or Comments ?

Note:  the grey slide background throughout the talk

depicts 30,000 reams of office paper, or 15 million sheets, equal
to the amount of office paper used in the US every five minutes.

from "Running the Numbers:  An American Self Portrait"

by Chris Jordan

http://www.chrisjordan.com/current_set2.php?id=?view=XXX_09NNN/


